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Introdution

The resoure-onstrained projet sheduling problem (RCPSP) is one of the best-known

umulative sheduling problems due to the interest from the operational researh ommu-

nity, and to its many industrial appliations. In this artile we are onerned with the

extension of the RCPSP that, beyond renewable resoures onsidered in its basi version,

also allows resoures that an be produed and onsumed during the exeution of ativi-

ties. This extension is alled RCPSP with prodution and onsumption of resoures. Some

authors also all this type of resoures: umulative resoures (Neumann et al. 2003).

For more detail about the state of the art, see for instane (Laborie 2003, Bouly et

al. 2005, Carlier et al. 2009).

In our study, after a detailed desription of the RCPSP and the onsidered extension,

we present a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model of the problem whih uses

variables indexed by events. Finally, we present some omputational results.

1 Problem desription

The resoure-onstrained projet sheduling problem (RCPSP) is de�ned by a tuple

(V, p,E,R,B, b), where V is a set of ativities, p is a vetor of durations, E is a set of

preedene relations, R is a set of renewable resoures, B is a vetor of resoure availabilities,

and b is a matrix of demands.

A set of n ativities, represented by the set {0, . . . , n+1} where ativities 0 and n+1 are
dummy ativities, must be sheduled on m available renewable resoures belonging to the

set R = {1, . . . ,m}. Eah ativity i has a duration pi (with p0 = pn+1 = 0), and demands

bik for eah resoure k during its proessing. Eah resoure k is available in quantity Bk.

The preedene relations (preedene onstraints) are given by a set E of index pairs

suh that (i, j) ∈ E means that the exeution of ativity i must preede that of ativity

j. Resoure onstraints ditate that at any time the sum of demands of ativities being

proessed does not exeed the resoure availability.

A shedule orresponding to a point S (with ith omponent Si, the start time of ativity

i, and S0 = 0 the start of the projet), is said feasible if it is ompatible with both the

preedene onstraints and the resoure onstraints.

The RCPSP is the problem of �nding a non-preemptive (with no interrupted ativities)

shedule S of minimal makespan (its end date Sn+1) subjet to preedene onstraints and
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resoure onstraints. Aording to the omputational omplexity theory, this problem is

NP-hard in the strong sense (Blazewiz et al. 1983, Uetz 2001).

The partiularity of the RCPSP with prodution and onsumption of resoures is that,

in addition to using the renewable resoures desribed above, we also deal with spei�

resoures. These resoures are onsumed (or not) at the start time of an ativity in a

ertain amount and/or then produed in another amount at the ompletion time of this

ativity. More spei�ally, an ativity i onsumes c−ip units of resoure p at the beginning

of its proessing and produes c+

ip units at the end of its proessing. Furthermore, the total

amount of eah resoure must remain non negative during all the sheduling horizon.

2 Proposed model

In ontrast to the formulations using variables indexed by time (like the formulations

proposed by (Pritsker et al. 1963) and (Christo�des et. al. 1987)), we propose here a new

formulation that uses variables indexed by events. This is inspired by the work of (Pinto

and Grossmann 1995) on bath proess problems and on the formulation in (Dauzère-

Pérès and Lasserre 1995) for �ow-shop problems. Events orrespond to start or end times

of ativities.

Remark that, in any potential optimal solution for the RCPSP (left-shifted shedule for

the RCPSP, with �nish-to-start preedene relations, with zero time lag), the start time of

an ativity is either 0 or oinides with the end time of some other ativity. Consequently,

the number of events to be onsidered is at most equal to n + 1. It an be easily shown

that the set of left-shifted (or semi-ative) shedules is dominant (it su�es to redue our

researh to suh shedules).

Extension of previously-proposed event-based models to the RCPSP is not straightfor-

ward. Indeed, suh approahes were based on sequential variables on mahines i.e. where

resoure availability is equal to 1, where all events are totally ranked on eah mahine, and

suh ativities assigned to distint events annot overlap in time. For resoure of availability

greater than 1, as in the RCPSP, there is only a partial order between ativities.

Zapata et al. 2008 propose suh an event-based formulation for a multimode RCPSP.

Their formulation onsiders that an event ours when an ativity starts or ends. Trans-

posed to the RCPSP, this model involves three types of binary variables. Our proposition

uses only one type of binary variable per event. We de�ne a deision variable zie whih

remains equal to 1 for the duration of the proess of ativity i. That is why we all this

model, the on/o� event-based formulation (noted OOE). In this model, the number of

events an be restrited to the number of ativities n. A ontinuous variable te represents

the date of event e. We also use one single extra ontinuous variable: Cmax (the makespan).

With formulation OOE, the resoure onstraints are modeled in a straightforward manner.

The OOE model does not involve the use of dummy ativities and, as the �ow-based

ontinuous-time formulation (FCT) proposed in (Artigues et al. 2003), has also the advan-

tage of being able to deal with instanes ontaining non-integer ativity proessing times.

Above all, it involves fewer variables ompared to the models indexed by time. Remark

also that the event-based formulations we are introduing in this paper do not involve any

big-M onstant.

We also de�ne OOE_Pre, a preproessed variant of OOE. Roughly speaking, it is ob-

tained from OOE by removing, from the set of possible events for an ativity, all the �rst

events during whih the ativity annot or does not need to be in proessed beause of its

predeessors. Symmetrially, we remove the last events during whih the ativity annot,

or does not need to, be in proess beause of its suessors.
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3 Computational results

We perform a series of tests and we ompare the results obtained by OOE et OOE_Pre

with those obtained by time-indexed formulations proposed in (Pritsker et al. 1963) (DT),

Christo�des (DDT) (Christo�des et al. 1987), and �ow-based ontinuous-time formulation

(FCT) (Artigues et al. 2003). We use di�erent types of modi�ed RCPSP instanes where we

randomly generate resoure produtions and onsumptions: KSD30 (Kolish and Spreher

1997), BL (Baptiste and Le Pape 2000), PACK (Carlier and Néron 2001). We use instanes

PACK_d and KSD15_d obtained from the PACK and KSD30 instanes by inreasing the

range of proessing times as this feature is ommon in the proess industry (Pinto and

Grossmann 1995). We obtained the following results with ILOG-CPLEX (version 11) on

Xeon 5110 biproessor Dell PC loked at 1.6GHz with 4GB RAM, running Linux Fedora

as operating system. In Table 1, %integer gives the perentage of instanes for whih

Table 1. RCPSP with resoure onsumption and prodution

Inst. Model %integer %Optimal BestSol gap ∆CPM gap Time

KSD30 DT 84 63 10,21 25,20 52,60
DDT 82 71 0.13 7.65 83.87

OOE_Pre 78 1 52.63 76.13 415.70
FCT 69 20 46.65 70.35 289.39
OOE 1 0 65.96 65.96

PACK OOE 94.55 1.82 20.44 277.83 110.85
OOE_Pre 92.73 3.64 13.13 258.18 449.26

DT 90.91 18.18 48.04 365.49 126.63
DDT 47.27 32.73 1.33 245.66 168.04
FCT 9.09 0 5.90 96.41

BL OOE_Pre 100 0 17.61 72.57
DDT 94.87 48.72 1.32 47.62 125.55
DT 87.18 38.46 49.82 119.82 108.60

OOE 74.36 0 27.64 87.56
FCT 20.51 0 26.79 72.51

KSD15_d FCT 100 93.94 0.12 10.15 18.26
OOE_Pre 100 80.81 0.05 10.08 30.69

OOE 100 79.80 0.10 10.14 62.33
DT 0 0

DDT 0 0

PACK_d OOE_Pre 96.36 5.45 1.62 249.77 252.09
OOE 96.36 5.45 5.80 264.41 320.62
FCT 5.45 1.82 0 44.02 100.01
DT 0 0

DDT 0 % 0 %

a (non-neessarily optimal) integer solution was found within 500 seonds of CPU time,

%Optimal is the perentage for whih an optimal solution was found, BestSol gap represents

the average deviation perentage for solved instanes from the value of the best solution

known, ∆CPM gap provides the average deviation perentage for solved instanes from

the ritial-path method lower bound, and Time is the average time (in seonds) to �nd

an optimal solution.

We note that, in terms of number of (not neessarily optimal) solutions found, the

model OOE and its variant OOE_Pre have almost the best performane on three types

of instanes (PACK, BL and PACK_d), the seond best performane on KSD15_d, and
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the third best performane on the last one type (KSD30). Overall, these results allow us

to onlude that OOE and its variant OOE_Pre are the best overall at �nding integer

solutions. In terms of optimal solutions found, OOE models are outperformed by DT and

DDT for the instanes with small duration ranges. However, OOE models are unompara-

bly better than DT and DDT for the instanes with high duration ranges.

Conlusion

In this paper, we proposed a new MILP formulation for the RCPSP with onsumption

and prodution of resoures using variables indexed by events. Compared to other lassi-

al formulations issued from the literature, our formulation provides enouraging results.

Future work should onsider designing MILP approahes that ombines the advantages of

time-indexed and event-based formulations.
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